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Abstract—Current deep neural network based approaches to
computed tomography (CT) metal artifact reduction (MAR)
are supervised methods that rely on synthesized metal artifacts
for training. However, as synthesized data may not accurately
simulate the underlying physical mechanisms of CT imaging,
the supervised methods often generalize poorly to clinical ap-
plications. To address this problem, we propose, to the best
of our knowledge, the first unsupervised learning approach to
MAR. Specifically, we introduce a novel artifact disentanglement
network that disentangles the metal artifacts from CT images
in the latent space. It supports different forms of generations
(artifact reduction, artifact transfer, and self-reconstruction, etc.)
with specialized loss functions to obviate the need for supervision
with synthesized data. Extensive experiments show that when
applied to a synthesized dataset, our method addresses metal
artifacts significantly better than the existing unsupervised mod-
els designed for natural image-to-image translation problems,
and achieves comparable performance to existing supervised
models for MAR. When applied to clinical datasets, our method
demonstrates better generalization ability over the supervised
models. The source code of this paper is publicly available at
https://github.com/liaohaofu/adn.
Index Terms—Image enhancement/restoration (noise and ar-
tifact reduction), neural network, X-ray imaging and computed
tomography.
I. INTRODUCTION
METAL artifact is one of the commonly encounteredproblems in computed tomography (CT). It arises when
a patient carries metallic implants, e.g., dental fillings and hip
prostheses. Compared to body tissues, metallic materials atten-
uate X-rays significantly and non-uniformly over the spectrum,
leading to inconsistent X-ray projections. The mismatched pro-
jections will introduce severe streaking and shading artifacts
in the reconstructed CT images, which significantly degrade
the image quality and compromise the medical image analysis
as well as the subsequent healthcare delivery.
To reduce the metal artifacts, many efforts have been made
over the past decades [1]. Conventional approaches [2], [3]
address the metal artifacts by projection completion, where the
metal traces in the X-ray projections are replaced by estimated
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Fig. 1: Artifact disentanglement. The content and artifact
components of an image xa from the artifact-affected domain
Ia is mapped separately to the content space C and the
artifact space A, i.e., artifact disentanglement. An image y
from the artifact-free domain I contains no artifact and thus
is mapped only to the content space. Decoding without artifact
code removes the artifact from an artifact-affected image (blue
arrows xa → x) while decoding with the artifact code adds
artifacts to an artifact-free image (red arrows y → ya).
values. After the projection completion, the estimated values
need to be consistent with the imaging content and the
underlying projection geometry. When the metallic implant is
large, it is challenging to satisfy these requirements and thus
secondary artifacts are often introduced due to an imperfect
completion. Moreover, the X-ray projection data, as well as the
associated reconstruction algorithms, are often held out by the
manufactures, which limits the applicability of the projection
based approaches.
A workaround to the limitations of the projection based
approaches is to address the metal artifacts directly in the
CT images. However, since the formation of metal artifacts
involves complicated mechanisms such as beam hardening,
scatter, noise, and the non-linear partial volume effect [1],
it is very challenging to model and reduce metal artifacts in
the CT images with traditional approaches. Therefore, recent
approaches [4]–[7] to metal artifact reduction (MAR) propose
to use deep neural networks (DNNs) to inherently address
the modeling of metal artifacts, and their experimental results
show promising MAR performances. All the existing DNN-
based approaches are supervised methods that require pairs of
anatomically identical CT images, one with and the other with-
out metal artifacts, for training. As it is clinically impractical to
acquire such pairs of images, most of the supervised methods
resort to synthesizing metal artifacts in CT images to simulate
the pairs. However, due to the complexity of metal artifacts
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2and the variations of CT devices, the synthesized artifacts may
not accurately reproduce the real clinical scenarios, and the
performances of these supervised methods tend to degrade in
clinical applications.
In this work, we aim to address the challenging yet more
practical unsupervised setting where no paired CT images
are available and required for training. To this end, we
reformulate the artifact reduction problem as an artifact disen-
tanglement problem. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we assume that
any artifact-affected image consists of an artifact component
(i.e., metal artifacts, noises, etc.) and a content component
(i.e., the anatomical structure). Our goal is to disentangle
these two components in the latent space, and artifact re-
duction can be readily achieved by reconstructing CT images
without the artifact component. Fundamentally, this artifact
disentanglement without paired images is made possible by
grouping the CT images into two groups, one with metal
artifacts and the other without metal artifacts. In this way, we
introduce an inductive bias [8] that a model may inherently
learn artifact disentanglement by comparing between these
two groups. More importantly, the artifact disentanglement
assumption guides manipulations in the latent space. This
can be leveraged to include additional inductive biases that
apply self-supervisions between the outputs of the model (See
Sec. III-B) and thus obviate the need for paired images.
Specifically, we propose an artifact disentanglement net-
work (ADN) with specialized encoders and decoders that
handle the encoding and decoding of the artifact and con-
tent components separately for the unpaired inputs. Different
combinations of the encoders and decoders support different
forms of image translations (See Sec. III-A), e.g., artifact
reduction, artifact synthesis, self-reconstruction, and so on.
ADN exploits the relationships between the image translations
for unsupervised learning. Extensive experiments show that
our method achieves comparable performance to the existing
supervised methods on a synthesized dataset. When applied to
clinical datasets, all the supervised methods do not generalize
well due to a significant domain shift, whereas ADN delivers
consistent MAR performance and significantly outperforms
the compared supervised methods.
II. RELATED WORK
Conventional Metal Artifact Reduction. Most conven-
tional approaches address metal artifacts in X-ray projections.
A straightforward way is to directly correct the X-ray mea-
surement of the metallic implants by modeling the underlying
physical effects such as beam hardening [9], [10], scatter [11],
and so on. However, the metal traces in projections are often
corrupted. Thus, instead of projection correction, a more
common approach is to replace the corrupted region with
estimated values. Early approaches [2], [12] fill the corrupted
regions by linear interpolation which often introduces new
artifacts due to the inaccuracy of the interpolated values. To
address this issue, a state-of-the-art approach [3] introduces
a prior image to normalize the X-ray projections before the
interpolation.
Deep Metal Artifact Reduction. A number of studies
have recently been proposed to address MAR with DNNs.
RL-ARCNN [6] introduces residual learning into a deep
convolutional neural network (CNN) and achieves better MAR
performance than standard CNN. DestreakNet [7] proposes a
two-streams approach that can take a pair of NMAR [3] and
detail images as the input to jointly reduce metal artifacts.
CNNMAR [4] uses CNN to generate prior images in the
CT image domain to help the correction in the projection
domain. Both DestreakNet and CNNMAR show significant
improvements over the existing non-DNN based methods on
synthesized datasets. cGANMAR [5] leverages generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs) [13] to further improve the DNN-
based MAR performance.
Unsupervised Image-to-Image Translation. Image arti-
fact reduction can be regarded as a form of image-to-image
translation. One of the earliest unsupervised methods in this
category is CycleGAN [14] where a cycle-consistency design
is proposed for unsupervised learning. MUNIT [15] and
DRIT [16] improve CycleGAN for diverse and multimodal
image generation. However, these unsupervised methods aim
at image synthesis and do not have suitable components for
artifact reduction. Another recent work that is specialized
for artifact reduction is deep image prior (DIP) [17], which,
however, only works for less structured artifacts such as
additive noise or compression artifacts.
Preliminary work. A preliminary version [18] of this
manuscript was previously published. This paper extends the
preliminary version substantially with the following improve-
ments.
• We include more details (with illustrations) about the mo-
tivations and assumptions of the artifact disentanglement
to help the readers better understand this work at high-
level.
• We include improved notations and problem formulation
to describe this work more precisely.
• We redraw the diagram of the overall architecture and
add new diagrams as well as the descriptions about the
detailed architectures of the subnetworks.
• We discuss the reasoning about the design choices of
the loss functions and the network architectures to better
inform and enlighten the readers about our work.
• We add several experiments to better demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. Specifically, we
add comparisons with conventional approaches, add com-
parisons with different variants of the proposed approach
for an ablation study, and add evaluations about the
proposed approach on artifact transfer.
• We include discussions about the significance and poten-
tial applications of this work.
III. METHODOLOGY
Let Ia be the domain of all artifact-affected CT images and
I be the domain of all artifact-free CT images. We denote
P = {(xa, x) | xa ∈ Ia, x ∈ I, f(xa) = x} as a set of paired
images, where f : Ia → I is an MAR model that removes the
metal artifacts from x. In this work, we assume no such paired
dataset is available and we propose to learn f with unpaired
images.
3Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed artifact disentanglement
network (ADN). Taking any two unpaired images, one from
Ia and the other from I, as the inputs, ADN supports four
different forms of image translations: Ia → I, I → Ia,
I → I and Ia → Ia.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed method disentangles
the artifact and content components of an artifact-affected
image xa by encoding them separately into a content space
C and an artifact space A. If the disentanglement is well
addressed, the encoded content component cx ∈ C should
contain no information about the artifact while preserving
all the content information. Thus, decoding from cx should
give an artifact-free image x which is the artifact-removed
counterpart of xa. On the other hand, it is also possible
to encode an artifact-free image y into the content space
which gives a content code cy . If cy is decoded together
with an artifact code a ∈ A, we obtain an artifact-affected
image ya. In the following sections, we introduce an artifact
disentanglement network (ADN) that learns these encodings
and decodings without paired data.
A. Encoders and Decoders
The architecture of ADN is shown in Fig. 2. It contains a
pair of artifact-free image encoder EI : I → C and decoder
GI : C → I and a pair of artifact-affected image encoder
EIa = {EcIa : Ia → C, EaIa : Ia → A} and decoder
GIa : C × A → Ia. The encoders map an image sample
from the image domain to the latent space and the decoders
map a latent code from the latent space back to the image
domain. Note that unlike a conventional encoder, EIa consists
of a content encoder EcIa and an artifact encoder E
a
Ia , which
encode the content and artifacts separately to achieve artifact
disentanglement.
Specifically, given two unpaired images xa ∈ Ia and y ∈ I,
EcIa and EI map the content component of x
a and y to the
content space C, respectively. EaIa maps the artifact component
of xa to the artifact space A. We denote the corresponding
latent codes as
cx = E
c
Ia(x
a), a = EaIa(x
a), cy = EI(y). (1)
Fig. 3: An illustration of the relationships between the loss
functions and ADN’s inputs and outputs.
GIa takes a content code and an artifact code as the input
and outputs an artifact-affected image. Decoding from cx and
a should reconstruct xa and decoding from cy and a should
add artifacts to y,
xˆa = GIa(cx, a), yˆa = GIa(cy, a) (2)
GI takes a content code as the input and outputs an artifact-
free image. Decoding from cx should remove the artifacts from
xa and decoding from cy should reconstruct y,
xˆ = GI(cx), yˆ = GI(cy). (3)
Note that yˆa can be regarded as a synthesized artifact-affected
image whose artifacts come from xa and content comes from
y. Thus, by reapplying EcIa and GI , it should remove the
synthesized artifacts and recover y,
y˜ = GI(EcIa(yˆ
a)). (4)
B. Learning
For ADN, learning an MAR model f : Ia → I means to
learn the two key components EcIa and GI . E
c
Ia encodes only
the content of an artifact-affected image and GI generates an
artifact-free image with the encoded content code. Thus, their
composition readily results in an MAR model, f = GI ◦EcIa .
However, without paired data, it is challenging to directly
address the learning of these two components. Therefore,
we learn EcIa and GI together with other encoders and
decoders in ADN. In this way, different learning signals can
be leveraged to regularize the training of EcIa and GI , and
removes the requirement of paired data.
The learning aims at encouraging the outputs of the en-
coders and decoders to achieve the artifact disentanglement.
That is, we design loss functions so that ADN outputs the
intended images as denoted in Eqn. 2-4. An overview of the
relationships between the loss functions and ADN’s outputs
is shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that ADN enables five
forms of losses, namely two adversarial losses LIadv and LI
a
adv,
an artifact consistency loss Lart, a reconstruction loss Lrec and
4a self-reduction loss Lself. The overall objective function is
formulated as the weighted sum of these losses,
L = λadv(LIadv + LI
a
adv) + λartLart + λrecLrec + λselfLself, (5)
where the λ’s are hyper-parameters that control the importance
of each term.
Adversarial Loss. By manipulating the artifact component
in the latent space, ADN outputs xˆ (Eqn. 3) and yˆa (Eqn. 2),
where the former removes artifacts from xa and the latter
adds artifacts to y. Learning to generate these two outputs
is crucial to the success of artifact disentanglement. However,
since there are no paired images, it is impossible to simply
apply regression losses, such as the L1 or L2 loss, to minimize
the difference between ADN’s outputs and the ground truths.
To address this problem, we adopt the idea of adversarial
learning [13] by introducing two discriminators DIa and DI
to regularize the plausibility of xˆ and yˆa. On the one hand,
DIa /DI learns to distinguish whether an image is generated
by ADN or sampled from Ia/I. On the other hand, ADN
learns to deceive DIa and DI so that they cannot determine
if the outputs from ADN are generated images or real images.
In this way, DIa , DI and ADN can be trained without paired
images. Formally, the adversarial loss can be written as
LIadv = EI [logDI(y)] + EIa [1− logDI(xˆ)]
LIaadv = EIa [logDIa(xa)] + EI,Ia [1− logDIa(yˆa)]
Ladv = LIadv + LI
a
adv
(6)
Reconstruction Loss. Despite of the artifact disentangle-
ment, there should be no information lost or model-introduced
artifacts during the encoding and decoding. For artifact re-
duction, the content information should be fully encoded and
decoded by EcIa and GI . For artifact synthesis, the artifact
and content components should be fully encoded and decoded
by EaIa , EI and GIa . However, without paired data, the
intactness of the encoding and decoding cannot be directly reg-
ularized. Therefore, we introduce two forms of reconstruction
to inherently encourage the encoders and decoders to preserve
the information. Specifically, ADN requires {EIa , GIa} and
{EI , GI} to serve as autoencoders when encoding and decod-
ing from the same image,
Lrec = EI,Ia [||xˆa − xa||1 + ||yˆ − y||1]. (7)
Here, the two outputs xˆa (Eqn. 2) and yˆ (Eqn. 3) of ADN re-
construct the two inputs xa and y, respectively. As a common
practice in image-to-image translation problem [19], we use
L1 loss instead of L2 loss to encourage sharper outputs.
Artifact Consistency Loss. The adversarial loss reduces
metal artifacts by encouraging xˆ to resemble a sample from I.
But the xˆ obtained in this way is only anatomically plausible
not anatomically precise, i.e., xˆ may not be anatomically cor-
respondent to xa. A naive solution to achieve the anatomical
preciseness without paired data is to directly minimize the
difference between xˆ and xa with an L1 or L2 loss. However,
this will induce xˆ to contain artifacts, and thus conflicts with
the adversarial loss and compromises the overall learning.
Fig. 4: Basic building blocks of the encoders and decoders:
(a) residual block, (b) downsampling block, (c) upsampling
block, (d) final block and (e) merging block.
Fig. 5: Detailed architecture of the proposed artifact pyramid
decoding (APD). The artifact-affected decoder GIa uses APD
to effectively merge the artifact code from EIa .
ADN addresses the anatomical preciseness by introducing an
artifact consistency loss,
Lart = EI,Ia [||(xa − xˆ)− (yˆa − y)||1]. (8)
This loss is based on the observation that the difference
between xa and xˆ and the difference between yˆa and y should
be close due to the use of the same artifact. Unlike a direct
minimization of the difference between xa and xˆ, Lart only
requires xa and xˆ to be anatomically close but not exactly
close and vice versa, for yˆa and y.
Self-Reduction Loss. ADN also introduces a self-reduction
mechanism. It first adds artifacts to y which creates yˆa and
then removes the artifacts from yˆa which results y˜. Thus, we
can pair yˆa with y to regularize the artifact reduction in Eqn. 4
with regression,
Lself = EI,Ia [||y˜ − y||1]. (9)
C. Network Architectures
We formulate the building components, i.e., the encoders,
decoders, and discriminators, as convolutional neural networks
(CNN). Table I lists their detailed architectures. As we can see,
the building components consist of a stack of building blocks,
where some of the structures are inspired by the state-of-the-
art approaches for image translation [20], [21].
As shown in Fig. 4, there are five different types of blocks.
The residual, downsampling and upsampling blocks are the
5core blocks of the encoders and decoders. The downsampling
block (Fig. 4b) uses strided convolution to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the feature maps for better computational effi-
ciency. Compared with the max pooling layers, strided convo-
lution adaptively selects the features for downsampling which
demonstrates better performance for generative models [22].
The residual block (Fig. 4a) includes residual connections to
allow low-level features to be considered in the computation of
high-level features. This design shows better performance for
deep neural networks [23]. The upsampling block (Fig. 4c)
converts feature maps back to their original dimension to
generate the final outputs. We use an upsample layer (nearest
neighbor interpolation) followed with a convolutional layer
for the upsampling. We choose this design instead of the
deconvolutional layer to avoid the “checkerboard” effect [24].
The padding of all the convolutional layers in the blocks of
the encoders and decoders are reflection padding. It provides
better results along the edges of the generated images.
It is worth noting that we propose a special way to merge
the artifact code and the content code during the decoding of
an artifact-affected image. We refer to this design as artifact
pyramid decoding (APD) in respect to the feature pyramid
network (FPN) [25]. For artifact encoding and decoding, we
aim to effectively recover the details of the artifacts. A feature
pyramid design, which includes high-definition features with
relatively cheaper costs, serves well for this purpose. Fig. 5
demonstrates the detailed architecture of APD. EIa consists
of several downsampling blocks and outputs feature maps at
different scales, i.e. a feature pyramid. GIa consists of a stack
of residual, merge, upsample and final blocks. It generates
the artifact-affected images by merging the artifact code at
different scales during the decoding. The merging blocks
(Fig. 4e) in GIa first concatenate the content feature maps
and artifact feature maps along the channel dimension, and
then use a 1× 1 convolution to locally merge the features.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Baselines
We compare our method with nine methods that are closely
related to our problem. Two of the compared methods are
conventional methods: LI [2] and NMAR [3]. They are widely
used approaches to MAR. Three of the compared meth-
ods are supervised methods: CNNMAR [4], UNet [26] and
cGANMAR [5]. CNNMAR and cGANMAR are two recent
approaches that are dedicated to MAR. UNet is a general
CNN framework that shows effectiveness in many image-to-
image problems. The other four compared methods are un-
supervised methods: CycleGAN [14], DIP [17], MUNIT [15]
and DRIT [16]. They are currently state-of-the-art approaches
to unsupervised image-to-image translation problems.
For the implementations of the compared methods, we use
their officially released code whenever possible. For LI and
NMAR, there is no official code and we adopt the implementa-
tions that are used in CNNMAR. For UNet, we use a publicly
available implementation in PyTorch1. For cGANMAR, we
1github.com/milesial/Pytorch-UNet
TABLE I: Architecture of the building components. “Channel
(Ch.)”, “Kernel”, “Stride” and “Padding (Pad.)” denote the
configurations of the convolution layers in the blocks.
Network Block/Layer Count Ch. Kernel Stride Pad.
EI / EIa
down 1 64 7 1 3
down. 1 128 4 2 1
down. 1 256 4 2 1
residual 4 256 3 1 1
Ea
down. 1 64 7 1 3
down. 1 128 4 2 1
down. 1 256 4 2 1
GI
residual 4 256 3 1 1
up. 1 128 5 1 2
up. 1 64 5 1 2
final 1 1 7 1 3
GIa
residual 4 256 3 1 1
merge 1 256 1 1 0
up. 1 128 5 1 2
merge 1 128 1 1 0
up. 1 64 5 1 2
merge 1 64 1 1 0
final 1 1 7 1 3
DI / DIa
conv 1 64 4 2 1
relu 1 - - - -
down. 1 128 4 2 1
down. 1 256 4 1 1
conv 1 1 4 1 1
train the model with the official code of Pix2Pix [19] as
cGANMAR is identical to Pix2Pix at the backend.
B. Datasets
We evaluate the proposed method on one synthesized
dataset and two clinical datasets. We refer to them as SYN,
CL1, and CL2, respectively. For SYN, we randomly select
4, 118 artifact-free CT images from DeepLesion [27] and
follow the method from CNNMAR [4] to synthesize metal
artifacts. CNNMAR is one of the state-of-the-art supervised
approaches to MAR. To generate the paired data for training, it
simulates the beam hardening effect and Poisson noise during
the synthesis of metal-affected polychromatic projection data
from artifact-free CT images. As beam hardening effect and
Poisson noise are two major causes of metal artifacts, and
for a fair comparison, we apply the metal artifact synthesis
method from CNNMAR in our experiments. We use 3, 918
of the synthesized pairs for training and validation and the
remaining 200 pairs for testing.
For CL1, we choose the vertebrae localization and iden-
tification dataset from Spineweb [28]. This is a challenging
CT dataset for localization problems with a significant portion
of its images containing metallic implants. We split the CT
images from this dataset into two groups, one with artifacts
and the other without artifacts. First, we identify regions with
HU values greater than 2, 500 as the metal regions. Then, CT
images whose largest-connected metal regions have more than
400 pixels are selected as artifact-affected images. CT images
with the largest HU values less than 2, 000 are selected as
artifact-free images. After this selection, the artifact-affected
group contains 6, 270 images and the artifact-free group
6Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison with baseline methods on the
SYN dataset. For better visualization, we segment out the
metal regions through thresholding and color them in red.
contains 21, 190 images. We withhold 200 images from the
artifact-affected group for testing.
For CL2, we investigate the performance of the proposed
method under a more challenging cross-modality setting.
Specifically, the artifact-affected images of CL2 are from a
cone-beam CT (CBCT) dataset collected during spinal inter-
ventions. Images from this dataset are very noisy. The majority
of them contain metal artifacts while the metal implants are
mostly not within the imaging field of view. There are in
total 2, 560 CBCT images from this dataset, among which 200
images are withheld for testing. For the artifact-free images,
we reuse the CT images collected from CL1.
Note that LI, NMAR, and CNNMAR require the availability
of raw X-ray projections which however are not provided by
SYN, CL1, and CL2. Therefore, we follow the literature [4] by
synthesizing the X-ray projections via forward projection. For
SYN, we first forward project the artifact-free CT images and
then mask out the metal traces. For CL1 and CL2, there are
no ground truth artifact-free CT images available. Therefore,
the X-ray projections are obtained by forward projecting
the artifact-affected CT images. The metal traces are also
segmented and masked out for projection interpolation.
C. Training and testing
We implement our method under the PyTorch deep learn-
ing framework2 and use the Adam optimizer with 1× 10−4
2pytorch.org
TABLE II: Quantitative comparison with baseline methods on
the SYN dataset.
Method Metrics
PSNR SSIM
Conventional LI [2] 32.0 91.0NMAR [3] 32.1 91.2
Supervised
CNNMAR [4] 32.5 91.4
UNet [26] 34.8 93.1
cGANMAR [5] 34.1 93.4
Unsupervised
CycleGAN [20] 30.8 72.9
DIP [29] 26.4 75.9
MUNIT [21] 14.9 7.5
DRIT [30] 25.6 79.7
Ours 33.6 92.4
learning rate to minimize the objective function. For the hyper-
parameters, we use λIadv = λ
Ia
adv = 1.0, λrec = λself =
λart = 20.0 for SYN and CL1, and use λIadv = λ
Ia
adv = 1.0,
λrec = λself = λart = 5.0 for CL2.
Due to the artifact synthesis, SYN contains paired images
for supervised learning. To simulate the unsupervised setting
for SYN, we evenly divide the 3, 918 training pairs into two
groups. For one group, only artifact-affected images are used
and their corresponding artifact-free images are withheld. For
the other group, only artifact-free images are used and their
corresponding artifact-affected images are withheld. During
the training of the unsupervised methods, we randomly select
one image from each of the two groups as the input.
To train the supervised methods with CL1, we first syn-
thesize metal artifacts using the images from the artifact-free
group of CL1. Then, we train the supervised methods with
the synthesized pairs. During testing, the trained models are
applied to the testing set containing only clinical metal artifact
images. To train the unsupervised methods, we randomly
select one image from the artifact-affected group and the other
from the artifact-free group as the input. In this way, the
artifact-affected images and artifact-free images are sampled
evenly during training which helps with the data imbalance
between the artifact-affected and artifact-free groups.
For CL2, synthesizing metal artifacts is not possible due
to the unavailability of artifact-free CBCT images. Therefore,
for the supervised methods, we directly use the models trained
for CL1. In other words, the supervised methods are trained
on synthesized CT images (from CL1) and tested on clinical
CBCT images (from CL2). For the unsupervised models, each
time we randomly select one artifact-affected CBCT image and
one artifact-free CT image as the input for training.
D. Performance on synthesized data
SYN contains paired data, allowing for both quantitative
and qualitative evaluations. Following the convention in the
literature, we use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and struc-
tural similarity index (SSIM) as the metrics for the quantitative
evaluation. For both metrics, the higher values are better.
Table II and Fig. 6 show the quantitative and qualitative
evaluation results, respectively.
7Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison with baseline methods on the
CL1 dataset. For better visualization, we obtain the metal
regions through thresholding and color them with red.
We observe that our proposed method performs signifi-
cantly better than the other unsupervised methods. MUNIT
focuses more on diverse and realistic outputs (Fig. 6j) with
less constraint on structural similarity. CycleGAN and DRIT
perform better as both the two models also require the artifact-
corrected outputs to be able to transform back to the original
artifact-affected images. Although this helps preserve content
information, it also encourages the models to keep the artifacts.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6h and 6k, the artifacts cannot be
effectively reduced. DIP does not reduce much metal artifact
in the input image (Fig. 6i) as it is not designed to handle the
more structured metal artifact.
We also find that the performance of our method is on
par with the conventional and supervised methods. The per-
formance of UNet is close to that of cGANMAR which at
its backend uses an UNet-like architecture. However, due
to the use of GAN, cGANMAR produces sharper outputs
(Fig. 6g) than UNet (Fig. 6f). As for PSNR and SSIM, both
methods only slightly outperform our method. LI, NMAR,
and CNNMAR are all projection interpolation based methods.
NMAR is better than LI as it uses prior images to guide
the projection interpolation. CNNMAR uses CNN to learn
the generation of the prior images and thus shows better
performance than NMAR. As we can see, ADN performs
better than these projection interpolation based approaches
both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Fig. 8: Qualitative comparison with baseline methods on the
CL2 dataset.
E. Performance on clinical data
Next, we investigate the performance of the proposed
method on clinical data. Since there are no ground truths
available for the clinical images, only qualitative comparisons
are performed. The qualitative evaluation results of CL1 are
shown in Fig. 7. Here, all the supervised methods are trained
with paired images that are synthesized from the artifact-free
group of CL1. We can see that UNet and cGANMAR do
not generalize well when applied to clinical images (Fig. 7f
and 7g). LI, NMAR, and CNNMAR are more robust as
they correct the artifacts in the projection domain. However,
the projection domain corrections also introduce secondary
artifacts (Fig. 7c, 7d and 7e). For the more challenging CL2
dataset (Fig. 8), all the supervised methods fail. This is not
totally unexpected as the supervised methods are trained using
only CT images because of the lack of artifact-free CBCT
images. As the metallic implants of CL2 are not within the
imaging field of view, there are no metal traces available
and the projection interpolation based methods do not work
(Fig. 8c, 8d and 8e). Similar to the cases with SYN, the other
unsupervised methods also show inferior performances when
evaluated on both the CL1 and CL2 datasets. In contrast, our
method removes the dark shadings and streaks significantly
without introducing secondary artifacts.
F. Ablation study
We perform an ablation study to understand the effective-
ness of several designs of ADN. All the experiments are
8Fig. 9: Qualitative comparison of different variants of ADN.
The compared models (M1-M4) are trained with different
combinations of the loss functions discussed in Sec. III-B.
conducted with the SYN dataset so that both the quantitative
and qualitative performances can be analyzed. Table III and
Fig. 9 show the experimental results, where the performances
of ADN (M4) and its three variants (M1-M3) are compared.
M1 refers to the model trained with only the adversarial loss
Ladv. M2 refers to the model trained with both the adversarial
loss Ladv and the reconstruction loss Lrec. M3 refers to the
model trained with the adversarial loss Ladv, the reconstruction
loss Lrec, and the artifact consistency loss Lart. M4 refers to
the model trained with all the losses, i.e., ADN. We use M4
and ADN interchangeably in the experiments.
From Fig. 9, we can observe that M1 generates artifact-free
images that are structurally similar to the inputs. However,
with only adversarial loss, there is no support that the content
of the generated images should exactly match the inputs.
Thus, we can see that many details of the inputs are lost and
some anatomical structures are mismatched. In contrast, the
results from M2 maintain most of the anatomical details of
the inputs. This demonstrates that learning to reconstruct the
inputs is helpful to guide the model to preserve the details
of the inputs. However, as the reconstruction loss is applied
in a self-reconstruction manner, there is no direct penalty
for the anatomical reconstruction error during the artifact
reduction. Thus, we can still observe some minor anatomical
imperfections from the outputs of M2.
M3 improves M2 by including the artifact consistency
loss. This loss directly measures the pixel-wise anatomical
differences between the inputs and the generated outputs. As
shown in Fig. 9, the results of M3 precisely preserve the
content of inputs and suppress most of the metal artifacts.
TABLE III: Quantitative comparison of different variants of
ADN. The compared models (M1-M4) are trained with differ-
ent combinations of the loss functions discussed in Sec. III-B.
Method Metrics
PSNR SSIM
M1 (Ladv only) 21.7 61.5
M2 (M1 with Lrec) 26.3 82.1
M3 (M2 with Lart) 32.8 91.6
M4 (M3 with Lself) 33.6 92.4
For M4, we can find that the outputs are further improved.
This shows that the self-reduction mechanism, which allows
the model to reduce synthesized artifacts, is indeed helpful.
The quantitative results are provided in Table III. We can see
that they are consistent with our qualitative observations in
Fig. 9.
G. Artifact Synthesis
In addition to artifact reduction, ADN also supports un-
supervised artifact synthesis. This functionality arises from
two designs. First, the adversarial loss LIaadv encourages the
output yˆa to be a sample from Ia, i.e. the metal artifact
should look real. Second, the artifact consistency loss Lart
induces yˆa to contain the metal artifacts from xa and sup-
presses the synthesis of the content component from x. This
section investigates the effectiveness of these two designs.
The experiments are performed with the CL1 dataset as
learning to synthesize clinical artifacts is more practical and
challenging than learning to synthesize the artifacts from SYN,
whose artifacts are already synthesized. Fig. 10 shows the
experimental results, where each row is an example of artifact
synthesis. Images on the left are the clinical images with metal
artifacts. Images in the middle are the clinical images without
artifacts. Images on the right are the artifact synthesis results
by transferring the artifacts from the left image to the middle
image. As we can see, except the positioning of the metal
implants, the synthesized artifacts look realistic. The metal
artifacts merge naturally into the artifact-free images making
it really challenging to notice that the artifacts are actually
synthesized. More importantly, it is only the artifacts that are
transferred and almost no content is transferred to the artifact-
free images. Note that our model is data-driven. If there is an
anatomical structure or lesion that looks like metal artifacts,
it might also be transferred.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Applications to Artifact Reduction. Given the flexibility
of ADN, we expect many applications to artifact reduction
in medicine, where obtaining paired data is often impractical.
First, as we have demonstrated, ADN can be applied to address
metal artifacts. It reduces metal artifacts directly with CT
images, which is critical to the scenarios when researchers or
healthcare providers have no access to the raw projection data
as well as the associated reconstruction algorithms. For the
manufacturers, ADN can be applied in a post-processing step
9Fig. 10: Metal artifact transfer. Left: the clinical images with
metal artifacts xa. Middle: the clinical images without metal
artifacts y. Right: the metal artifacts on the left column
transferred to the artifact-free images in the middle yˆa.
to improve the in-house MAR algorithm that addresses metal
artifacts in the projection data during the CT reconstruction.
Second, even though our problem under investigation is
MAR, ADN should work with other artifact reduction prob-
lems as well. In the problem formulation, ADN does not make
any assumption about the nature of the artifacts. Therefore,
if we change to other artifact reduction problems such as
deblurring, destreaking, denoising, etc., ADN should also
work. Actually, in the experiments, the input images from CL1
(Fig. 7b) are slightly noisy while the outputs of ADN are more
smooth. Similarly, input images from CL2 (Fig. 8b) contain
different types of artifacts, such as noise, streaking artifacts
and so on, and ADN handles them well.
Applications to Artifact Synthesis. By combining EaIa ,
EI and GIa , ADN can be applied to synthesize artifacts
in an artifact-free image. As we have shown in Fig. 10,
the synthesized artifacts look natural and realistic, which
may potentially have practical applications in medical image
analysis. For example, a CT image segmentation model may
not work well when metal artifacts are present as there are not
enough metal-affected images in the dataset. By using ADN,
we could significantly increase the number of metal-affected
images in the dataset via the realistic metal artifact synthesis.
In this way, ADN may potentially improve the performance
of the CT segmentation model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We present an unsupervised learning approach to MAR.
Through the development of an artifact disentanglement net-
work, we have shown how to leverage artifact disentanglement
to achieve different forms of image translations as well as self-
reconstructions that eliminate the requirement of paired images
for training. To understand the effectiveness of this approach,
we have performed extensive evaluations on one synthesized
and two clinical datasets. The evaluation results demonstrate
the feasibility of using unsupervised learning method to
achieve comparable performance to the supervised methods
with synthesized dataset. More importantly, the results also
show that directly learning MAR from clinical CT images
under an unsupervised setting is a more feasible and robust
approach than simply applying the knowledge learned from
synthesized data to clinical data. We believe our findings in
this work will stimulate more applicable research for medical
image artifact reduction under an unsupervised setting.
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